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The idea of this is that this would be a Humanity Cafe, where people just turn 

up knowing that all other like-minded souls would turn up there, after work 

for a chat and coffee or tea. This would be a regular and on-going but informal 

gathering of people. It would begin as a weekly space on a fixed evening, after 

work between a set time-window, when people will be encouraged to just turn 

up. This gives the communal connections to all, who come to share this space. 

 

This is for anyone and everyone, who is interested in this humanity-space. 

However, this in the very long run, as and when The Foundation has 

established itself well enough, will be housed at ʹCafe Elleesiumʹ, which would 

be a twenty-four-seven and on-going Cafe and Art Gallery and Performance 

Space, where The Elleesium Circle will be housed. This Cafe Elleesium will be 

a Cafe but it will be arranged in a way so that it shall displays as a permanent 

art exhibition from an always-changing list of local artists and the idea is to 

promote their works and help them sell and seek to earn some return to support 

their physical existence. Further, the Elleesium Cafe will offer an on-going 

performance venue for all small readings, recitals, gatherings and lectures etc. 

And it will have a Humanics Bookshop. Cafe Elleesium will be the Living 
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Breathing Cafe-Art-Gallery-Humanics Museum of Humanity and Human 

Creativity. 

 

Munayem Mayenin’s philosophical works presented the humanical 

psychology: 

 
 

Dehumanisation of Humanity 

Humanics The Foundation 

Humanics The Humanicsonomics: The Laws and Lawlessness of 

Pseudonomics 

Humanics The Humanicsovics: The Political Philosophy of Humanics 

Alphansum Sovereign Necessarius 

Maya The Mechanoprincipium 

Humanics Sociology of Evil 

Psychology of Zoohuman 

Duantum Physics 
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Books on Humanics: By Munayem Mayenin 

 

https://lulu.com/spotlight/MunayemMayenin  

https://publishuk.sweek.com/site/?r=userwebsite/inde

x&id=munayem_mayenin  
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